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Synopsis

This classic guide to the art and science of diplomacy includes the following chapters:

Book I. Diplomacy in General
Chapter I. Diplomacy
Chapter II. Immunities of the Head of a Foreign State
Chapter III. The Minister for Foreign Affairs
Chapter IV. Precedence Among States and Similar Matters
Chapter V. Titles and Precedence Among Sovereigns
Chapter VI. Maritime Honours
Chapter VII. The Language of Diplomatic Intercourse, and Forms of Documents
Chapter VIII. Credentials and Full-Powers
Chapter IX. Counsels to Diplomatists
Chapter X. Latin and French Phrases

Book II. Diplomatic Agents
Chapter XI. Of Diplomatic Agents in General
Chapter XII. The Right of Legation
Chapter XIII. The Selection of Diplomatic Agents
Chapter XIV. Persona Grata
Chapter XV. Diplomatic Agent Proceeding to His Post
Chapter XVI. Classification of Diplomatic Agents
Chapter XVII. Extraterritoriality
Chapter XVIII. Immunities of Diplomatic Agents
Chapter XIX. Exemption From Taxation
Chapter XX. Immunities of the Residence of a Diplomatic Agent
Chapter XXI. Right of Diplomatic Agent to the Exercise of His Religion
Chapter XXII. Position of Diplomatic Agent in Regard to Third States
Chapter XXIII. The Diplomatic Body
Chapter XXIV. Termination of a Mission

Book III. International Meetings and Transactions
Chapter XXV. Congresses
Chapter XXVI. Conferences
Chapter XXVII. Treaties and Other International Compacts, Treaty, Convention, Additional Articles, Acte Final
Chapter XXVIII. Treaties and Other International Compacts (contd.)
Chapter XXIX. Treaties and Other International Compacts (contd.)
Chapter XXX. Treaties and Other International Compacts (contd.)
Chapter XXXI. Treaties and Other International Compacts (contd.)
Chapter XXXII. Good Offices (Bons Offices)
Chapter XXXIII. Mediation
Chapter XXXIV. Arbitration
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This is THE GUIDE for protocol...some things will never 'go out of style' or be obsolete...this is a guide to correct conduct...yes there is such a thing.

The author, Ernest Mason Satow, wrote a book in 1905 which still nowadays is a masterpiece. In his fifth edition, Lorde Gore-Booth, editor, and Desmond Pakenham, assistant editor, include in this referential book the kind of cartesian information about United Nations that Lorde Mason would consider of deserving all his honours. Read this book must be not so much as a diplomatic decision but a decision of any human being in a diplomatic mission.

Satow's book is the master piece for the "diplomatist" of not only 20th Century but also of the 21st. Satow and his Guide, indeed is the materialisation of the mystic bond that the diplomats of the world have towards each other by virtue of their special profession.